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Intro: It’s a New World

2013 SEC Enforcement Trends

Recent SEC Risk Alerts

2014 Exam Priorities
  • Safety of Assets & Custody
  • Conflicts of Interests
  • Insider Trading / MNPI
  • Marketing / Performance
  • Quantitative Trading Models
  • Never-Before Examined Advisers

Examples of Recent SEC Initiatives
  • Rule 105 Update
  • Late Regulatory Filings
Government Enforcement & Internal Investigations
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Government Enforcement 
& Internal Investigations

SEC Enforcement Has Been Aggressive
- Those in top positions were once prosecutors
- SEC is collaborating early with DOJ
- FBI agents are dispatched to conduct interviews
- SEC recently entered first DPA with an individual

SEC Requesting that Funds Conduct Internal Investigations and Report Back

Responding to Investigations -- Even Where No Wrongdoing Occurred -- Is Disruptive and Onerous

Hedge Funds Face a Myriad of Issues When Responding to Government Investigations
Counterparty
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Counterparty

New documentation requirements
- Futures agreements with derivatives clearing addenda
- Cleared derivatives execution agreements
- Bunched order agreements
- SEF agreements
- ISDA Protocols relating to regulations taking effect

Old documentation clean-ups
- Correcting answers on ISDA Protocols that may have changed (e.g., U.S. Person definition)
- Segregation of Independent Amount collateral
Employment
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Developments In Whistleblower Law
- Reporting to the SEC under Dodd-Frank - SEC anticipates increased activity and enforcement, including more bounties on the way
- Hot Topic in the Courts
  - Are Dodd-Frank internal whistleblowers protected from retaliatory discharge or not?
  - Are employees of a privately-held contractor of a public company protected by the anti-retaliation provisions of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act?
- What to do?
  - Encourage internal reporting
  - Document performance issues
  - Seek counsel before taking adverse action against employees who have raised compliance issues

Discrimination and Workplace Policies
- New pregnancy discrimination laws
- Earned sick pay
- Social media

Protecting Your Business – What to Include In Employment Agreements
- Confidentiality
- Notice provisions (aka “Garden Leave”)
- Non-Solicitation of client and employees
- Non-Competition
ERISA/Employee Benefits
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Structuring to Stay Below ERISA’s 25% Threshold
  • Master/feeder fund structures & “hardwiring”
  • Consolidating class structures

Department of Labor Investigations of Investment Managers

On the Horizon: Expanded Definition of “Fiduciary” Under ERISA
  • DOL expected to re-propose the new definition in mid- to late-2014
  • As definition of fiduciary is expanded, exemptive relief available to fiduciaries also expected to expand

Affordable Care Act Mandate
  • “Shared responsibility” provisions of ACA applicable to employers with 100 or more full-time employees in 2015
  • Employers with 50-99 full-time employees granted extension until 2016 to comply (one year later than initially proposed)
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Deferred Income Distributions and Grantor CLATs
• 2017 deadline, with large deferrals coming onshore in the next few years
• Grantor CLATs: obtain a current income tax deduction; donate money to charity; and shift property gift tax free to your family

Business Succession for your Hedge Fund
• Short term issues: trading authorization, interim governance and investor communication
• Long term issues: monetization vs. continued equity participation, estate liquidity and new management

Transferring Hedge Fund Interests in 2014
• Low interest rates
• Discounts
• “Vertical slice”
• Ongoing income tax obligations

Proposed Changes to the New York State Estate Tax and Trust Income Taxation
• Enactment uncertain
• Any taxable gifts made after April 1 may be included in your estate for New York estate tax purposes
• NY resident trust beneficiaries may pay tax on accumulated income from distributions after June 1
• Incomplete Non-Grantor Trusts may not work after June 1
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FATCA Update
• The Cayman IGA was signed late last year
• Next steps are Cayman implementing legislation and regulations (draft expected by spring/early summer)
• Under the IGA, Cayman funds will not be required to enter into a FATCA agreement with the IRS
• Cayman funds still need to register with the IRS as “deemed-compliant FFIs”

FATCA Registration
• Offshore funds need to register with IRS to obtain GIIN
• Registration is via an online portal
• Biggest issue is determining whether funds are in an “expanded affiliated group”
• Should register by April 25, 2014 for July 1, 2014 effectiveness

FATCA Next Steps
• After registration, managers need to:
  • Update sub docs by July 1 for new investors
  • Contact existing investors (over the next two years) to determine their FATCA status
  • Review withholding tax and mandatory redemption provisions in fund governing documents
  • Be aware of application of FATCA to counterparty documents and investments
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